WARNINGS: CR123 batteries provide very high energy but require precautions TO AVOID RISKS OF FIRE AND EXPLOSION: *Never try to recharge CR123 batteries – when depleted, replace. *Never mix old with new CR123 batteries and never mix brands -- always replace the whole set at once, using fresh, new CR123 batteries of the same brand. *Always choose reputable brands for replacement batteries, such as Duracell® and Panasonic®. • AVOID EXPOSING BATTERIES TO FIRE OR EXCESSIVE HEAT, as this may cause leakage or explosion. • To AVOID RISK OF INJURY TO EYES OR SKIN, AVOID CONTACT WITH ANY MATERIAL LEAKED FROM A BATTERY. To AVOID RISK OF EYE INJURY, LOOK AWAY IMMEDIATELY IF BEAM IS SHONE DIRECTLY INTO YOUR EYES. • THIS FLASHLIGHT IS NOT A TOY; not recommended for use by children.